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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
BASIS FOR OGNED REVIEW
The Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) has reviewed the OGNED Architecture and Landscape Plans for
how they comply with:
 Neptune Township Land Use Ordinance
 HPC Design Guidelines
 HPC-related aspects of the Redevelopment Plan Ocean Grove North End
(Adopted by the Neptune Township Committee on March 24, 2008)

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Period of Significance is critical in determining the compatibility of the proposed redevelopment plan with
the historic character of Ocean Grove. This pivotal time period underlies all of the HPC’s following
commentary.
The Redevelopment Plan is clear in stating the importance of the Period of Significance both within the Plan
and to the Neptune Township Ocean Grove Historic District:
“All structures in the redevelopment plan area shall be consistent with the historic style and
period of significance of Ocean Grove.”
– Core Design Concepts #4, p.9, Redevelopment Plan Ocean Grove North End, March 2008.
“The period of significance for Ocean Grove is 1869 through 1910.”
– Ocean Grove Historic District Architectural Design Guidelines

PRIOR REVIEW
The HPC Application Review Team previously reviewed most issues with OGNED by correspondence and in
person at a Preliminary Review of OGNED Architecture Plans on March 19, 2019 at the Municipal Complex.
The meeting included members of the Neptune Township Land Use Department, the HPC Application Review
Team, HPC attorneys, OGNED representatives and their attorney, and Shore Point Architecture representatives.
The two documents that OGNED previously received from the HPC with suggested changes and areas of
concern are:


Letter from Dawn Crozier, HPC Administrative Officer, to William P. Gannon, O G North End
Development LLC, regarding Preliminary Review of Certificate of Appropriateness Application No.
HPC2018-215, Property Location; Block 101 Lot 4, also known as Ocean Grove North End Development,
March 4, 2019 (12 pages).



Memorandum from Dawn Crozier, HPC Administrative Officer to Neptune Township Redevelopment
Committee regarding OGNED Preliminary Architectural Plan Against HPC-Related Aspects within the
Redevelopment Plan Ocean Grove North End, March 15, 2019. (7 pages)

A Diamond Symbol  throughout this document indicates where OGNED has not responded to the HPC’s
prior suggestions/indications for change to be in compliance with Neptune Township Land Use Ordinance
and the HPC Design Guidelines.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
1. The Site Plan, as proposed, does not follow the Period of Significance historic site plan. It instead follows
the 1930s development of the North End. This is contrary to the mandate of the Redevelopment Plan that
the site be developed in accordance with the Period of Significance.
2. The proposed North End plan does not follow Ocean Grove’s historic planning principles. The proposed
plan thus creates a visually and spatially isolated and virtually private enclave, defined by fences and gates,
with minimal, controlled public access.
3. This complex more closely resembles a contemporary, mixed-housing, gated sub-division within the larger
Ocean Grove community of front porches and high density housing. This complex contradicts the open
interaction that is the very intention and fabric of this Historic District.
4. The redevelopment area ignores the precedent of the grid of 30’x60’ lots, but is treated as a large,
continuous space into which buildings – some clearly out of scale and character with Ocean Grove’s historic
architecture – are placed in various patterns around the perimeter of an irregularly shaped, raised
courtyard/plateau that is only nominally accessible to the public.
5. The site’s hardscape elements of curved walkways, fences & gates are contrary to any site utilization found
in Ocean Grove. It is a contemporary landscape plan that would be more commonly found in a suburban
development. Walkways through Ocean Grove’s open spaces are designed with straight lines and angles.
The design of the main entry gates and columns further separates the development from the rest of the
Ocean Grove community.
6. The residents-only, fenced-in, private open space is far greater than the public access easement area. This is
antithetical to Ocean Grove’s historic planning principles of minimal private open space in favor of shared
public open space.
7. Not enough attention and effort has been paid to making the site plan conform to Ocean Grove’s urban
town plan and grid, as evidenced through the inclusion of several historic maps, from the Period of
Significance included in the Review.
8. A flare has been imposed on the north side of Spray Avenue where no flare was historically intended according to numerous Period of Significance maps.
9. The proposed plan does not demonstrate an in depth understanding of, or regard for, Ocean Grove’s
character and the need to preserve the town’s “sense of place,” established in its plan.
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HISTORIC EVIDENTIARY SUPPORT
Historic Urban Plan for the Ocean Grove Historic District
The Ocean Grove Historic District is significant as an important and largely intact example of 19th century
urban planning (i.e. town layout, flared setbacks). Ocean Grove has a unique aggregation of historic
architecture, including residences, businesses, and religious structures in late 19th and early 20th century
seaside vernacular styles. These two important features together are specifically cited in the town’s successful
nomination for designation as a state and national historic site in 1975-76. The fundamental principles of this
unique and historic urban plan are violated in the proposed North End plan.
The

Ocean Grove Grid

Ocean Grove was, from the outset, arranged in a grid pattern, which organized the overall site into 30’x 60’ lots
(exception of the Camp Meeting area centered on the Auditorium, by definition an open space). The earliest
known OGCMA map (1870) shows the camp meeting space and surrounding lots. This plan also includes
Ocean Grove’s famed “Flare” in the first two beach blocks: the funnel-shaped streets that would become a
flared setback of yards in the early 1880s. This planning principle brings sea air inland and still provides shared
spaces and views for all.
The area commonly known as the North End was not gridded in the 1870 plan (below, left), nor in the 1881
T.M. Fowler bird’s eye view plan (below, right).
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However, contemporaneous and successive plans for Ocean Grove show the intentional continuation of the grid.
The 1881 F.H. Kennedy & Sons OGCMA plan shows the North End gridded (below, left), as does the 1889
Chester Wolverton map (below, right).

In the 1890 and 1905 Sanborn Maps (below, left and center), the grid is maintained with a continuation of
Ocean Ave. It is after the Period of Significance that the grid was abandoned in favor of high density
commercial buildings as seen in the 1930 Sanborn Map (below, right). Only a few elements of the grid
remained.
Therefore, an overall grid is an integral part of the North End during its period of greatest significance. Of note,
and as these maps indicate, a flared setback on the north side of Spray Avenue was not used.
The lots of this regular grid created modules that dictated and regulated the small size, scale, and proportions for
buildings in this town, which the OGCMA envisioned as one that encouraged interaction among community
members. From the outset, the grid was filled primarily with tents and/or single-family houses on single lots,
these interspersed with a smattering of larger-scale hotels on two, three, or occasionally four lots.
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Areas not divided into lots are rectilinear parks, such as the North End Wesley Lakefront open space (photo
below) respect the grid and reinforce the Historic District’s sense of community. They are public spaces easily
accessible to all from sidewalks and streets.
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SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS


Building Form and Mass. The Redevelopment Plan states that, “. . . the architectural design, size, and
mass of the buildings are critical.” The uniformity does not reflect the form, style, height, and mass of
buildings within Ocean Grove.
Not enough attention and effort has been paid to making the mass and scale of all structures in the
Redevelopment Plan conform to its own Plan Directives and to the Ocean Grove Design Guidelines.



Hotel Impact. Linking the Hotel to the Retail Spaces, and visually to Condominium Building One,
minimizes the impact of the Hotel as a “grand iconic” structure as the Redevelopment Plan envisions. This
is not in keeping with site utilization in Ocean Grove during its Period of Significance.



Condominium Size and Mass. Condominiums One and Two are unlike any other structure in Ocean
Grove in size and mass. Their design is not an architectural solution that reflects the Historic District. There
are no comparatively sized structures or complexes in Ocean Grove that are similar to what is being
proposed. Condominium One is as long as an Ocean Grove block. Condominium One is longer than any
other building in Ocean Grove.



Condominium Placement. The placement of Condominiums One and Two in close proximity to the
Wesley Lake Promenade greatly magnifies their mass. Increasing the set back of the buildings from the
Promenade will visually reduce their proposed massing.



Condominium Inset Porches. Porches found in Ocean Grove traditionally project from the plane of the
structure. The inset porches of Condominiums One and Two need to project fully from the main plane of
their buildings to be historically appropriate. Historically appropriate porches will help minimize the long
horizontal mass of the Condominium buildings.



Hotel and Condominiums Roof Style. The Hotel and Condominiums One and Two feature mansardstyle roofs. According to the Design Guidelines, any new building proposed should “avoid introduction or
application of any new mansard type façade treatment.”
The proposed flat roof structure on the Hotel and Condominiums is not consistent with Queen Anne or Stick
Style roofs found in Ocean Grove.



Condominium Roof Style. The Redevelopment Plan states, “The roofline at the top of the structures
should incorporate varying heights, offsets, jogs, materials, and colors to reduce the monotony of any
uninterrupted roof plane.” The proposed lack of variation in roofline does not reduce the apparent exterior
mass of Condominiums One and Two.
The gable-like, open structures projecting above the Condominium roof lines are not historically
appropriate.



Hotel and Condominiums Roof-Top Decks. The roof designs are clearly driven by the desire to have
roof-top decks. The HPC Design Guidelines state that, “roof top construction, such as decks . . . are not in
keeping with the designs of the Victorian Era, nor other historic styles of architecture found within the
Ocean Grove Historic District.”
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Elevator and Stairwell Structures. Elevator and stairwell structures, shown on all elevations, are not
consistent with the architectural heritage of Ocean Grove,” as stated in the Redevelopment Plan. The roof
structures are clearly visible and rival the highest vertical elements of the buildings.



View Corridor. The Redevelopment Plan states,“A view corridor for the purposes of this Plan shall be
considered an unobstructed area to afford a view through the site to Wesley Lake from Spray Avenue and to
provide a “real” break in the building massing.”
It further states, “The views of Wesley Lake are important to the residents and property owners that adjoin
the redevelopment area. The redevelopment project shall maximize, where practical, the view of
Wesley Lake from Spray Avenue.”
The View Corridor does not conform to the town grid. It contradicts Ocean Grove planning principles from
the Period of Significance. A realigned view corridor would better comply with the Ocean Grove urban
town plan.
The View Corridor, as placed, is incidental and no longer a singular feature of the Site Plan. It is far less
grand than indicated on the Space Plan and is now subjugated to being part of the Complex driveway on
Ocean Avenue.
The oddly angled View Corridor only provides a narrow view toward Wesley Lake at the intersection of
Spray and Ocean Avenues. This view is further obstructed by the height of the average grade plane at more
than 3.5’ and the 5’ entry columns and gates of the courtyard parking lot.
In addition, the View Corridor does not respect the views of residents and property owners adjacent to the
redevelopment area. It does not maximize the view of Wesley Lake from Spray Avenue.



Raised Site Impact. The proposed single family homes on the north side of Spray Avenue, at higher grade
level, will dominate the south side houses of Spray Avenue creating a wall of uniformity in height and mass.
This design will not provide the “promised transition between the mixed use development and the existing
residential neighborhood,” as stated in the Redevelopment Plan.



Architectural Style. There is no difference in architectural styles separating the Hotel and the
Condominium residences that the Redevelopment Plan requires. There is too much uniformity between the
two building types. The Redevelopment Plan states that, “a different architectural style for the Hotel and
the residences is required.” The Condominiums are residences.

###
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